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Diffblue knows that developers need to deliver quality code, fast. We empower 
developers to unit test their source code rapidly and accurately as soon as the 
code is pushed to a central repository. This means that code is higher quality from 
the moment it is written, up to production. 

Diffblue Cover uses artificial intelligence and advanced mathematical techniques 
to analyze source code and automatically generate unit tests. By generating 
meaningful unit tests, we help developers focus on what they do best: writing 
code and solving problems. Diffblue Cover integrates within any software 
development lifecycle and represents a great opportunity for development teams 
to realize substantial efficiency gains. 

How does it work? 

1. Visit the Diffblue Cover portal. 

2. Specify the URL of your source code in a versioning control system. If more 
convenient, simply upload an archive of your source code. 

3. Run automatic test generation for the latest changes in the selected branch, 
or for the archive. 

4. Integrate unit tests. 

Diffblue Cover creates unit tests with zero manual input. To clarify, this does not 
mean automatically running an existing regression suite. The real value is that 
Diffblue Cover takes your source code and automatically generates unit tests. 

How Diffblue Cover fits into a developer’s day 

Jane is a developer working on a Java backend for a hotel booking website, and 
today she should implement a feature allowing users to search for pet-friendly 
hotels. 
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The trouble with Jane’s typical workflow is that it is disrupted by the test writing 
process and by waiting for code reviews. Writing unit tests is slow and might 
introduce unnecessary complications. These tests need to be written and 
reviewed. Not knowing the full behavior of her final code, she can only write the 
few tests that are representative for the features she is going to implement. These 
tests rightfully guide her implementation, but they won't achieve high coverage. 
However, it could be very different. 

As you can see on the right, Jane’s workflow with the support of Diffblue Cover is 
markedly different. Instead of her work being disrupted by a long, drawn-out 
iteration and manual test writing, Jane uses Diffblue Cover to get high test 
coverage, to reveal bugs early and to make the code straightforward to review. 
Ultimately, this speeds up the process of writing code. Jane gets to focus on 
creative solutions to a new feature with instant feedback. 

Diffblue Cover seamlessly fits within a given development process. You can use 
existing test cases and run Diffblue Cover, thus improving your current coverage. 
Alternatively, you can write the code first and generate tests, gaining a significant 
time advantage. Whatever your approach, our technology generates tests and 
new code that can be quickly checked, merged and deployed. The tests provided 
are meaningful and offer high coverage quickly and effortlessly. 

Diffblue Cover integrates with ease 

Diffblue Cover is creating a new value proposition with our AI-generated unit tests 
for code. It’s not just a nice-to-have—it is an essential tool for improving your code 
quality and generating robust test cases that fit in with your regression suite. 
Diffblue Cover allows developers to spend time on development and not on labor-
intensive test writing. Ultimately, the secret to our technology is that it can be 
easily integrated into any developer environment to give you a boost to your 
working day.  

See it in action! Schedule a demo at diffblue.com/schedule-a-demo 


